Great Party Wines
HERE ARE A SELECTION OF OUR MOST POPULAR PARTY WINES. SCROLL DOWN TO SEE OUR
PRE-DINNER PARTY DRINKS & FULL WINE LIST. FOLLOWED BY DESSERTS WINES & PORTS

WHITE WINE
SMEDEREVKA BELO 2019, TIKVES, MACEDONIA

£22.50

Beautifully balanced on the palate with crisp and refreshing fruit flavours through to a clean, vibrant finish.
VILLA WOLF PINOT GRIS 2019, PFALZ, GERMANY
£25.00
Crisp & dry, aromas of lemons & fresh apples, citrusy.
GAVI DI GAVI 2020, BRIC SASSI, DOCG, PIEDMONT, ITALY
£32.50
Cortese grapes give citrus aromas, floral, white peach fruit, pleasant mineral tone & crisp finish.
RIBBONWOOD SAUVIGNON BLANC 2020, MARLBOROUGH, NEW ZEALAND£34.00
Classic aromas of grapefruit peel, a hint of thyme and gentle stony minerality. Flavours of lemon with herbal and tropical
notes.
VITESE ZIBIBBO 2019, CANTINA COLOMBA BIANCA, SICILY
£25.00
Crisp, fruity Zibibbo grape, succulent white peach, orange blossom & jasmine. Off dry with a zesty finish.
JORDAN CHENIN BLANC 2019, STELLENBOSCH, SOUTH AFRICA
£30.00
Fermented in french oak barrels, creamy citrus, tropical fruit and hint of honey.
OB 20TH ANNIVERSARY ENTRE DEUX MERS 2018, CH. LESTRILLE, BORDEAUX
£32.50
Apricot flavours with spicy wood notes
ROCHE DE BELLENE BOURGOGNE CHARDONNAY 2015, BOURGOGNE
£45.00
Very fragrant floral aromas, a touch of oak, mild acidity with just a hint of sweetness.

RED WINE
NEGROAMARO SALENTO 2019, IL PUMO, SAN MARZANO, PUGLIA, ITALY

Apulia's native Negroamaro grape. Rich, dark cherry, spiced raspberries, with a firm, vibrantly fruity palate.
MANOLESAKIS ESTATE EXIS 2019, GREECE (LOIRE CHAMPIGNY STYLE)

£24.00

£31.50

A medium bodied wine with notes of raspberry and cherry with pepper and rose, velvety smooth taste and balanced
acidity.

TAPIZ MALBEC 2019, MENDOZA, ARGENTINA

£39.50

Ruby red colour, soft red berry fruits. Full body with notes of spice and well rounded structure.
COLLINA 21 2014, IL BORGHETTO, MONTEFIRIDOLFI, ITALY

£45.00

This malbec has delicious acidity that perfectly balances its black-fruit flavour. Full-bodied and juicy, with notes of plum,
strawberry and cacao.
JORDAN CABERNET SAUVIGNON 2016, STELLENBOSCH, SOUTH AFRICA
£36.50
Notes of blackcurrant, redcurrant, cocoa, jammy red, ripe black fruits, soft middleweight tannins.
THE IDIOT SHIRAZ 2017, PHILIP SHAW, ORANGE, AUSTRALIA
£35.00
This cool climate Shiraz is true to its region and variety. Juicy red fruits and blueberry with some spice. Succulent and
elegant, finishing with fine savoury tannins.
PRIMITIVO DI MANDURIA 2019, SAN MARZANO, SALENTO, PUGLIA, ITALY
£37.50
Awarded 3 glasses ‘an extraordinary wine’ by the ‘Gambero Rosso’. Velvety warm, plum, cocoa and vanilla, sweet finish.
CHATEAU DE PARAZA 2015, MINERVOIS LANGUEDOC
Magnum £60.00 £32.50
Great oaky Tuscan red. Rich with tight acidity, Cabernet, Merlot, Sangiovese. Great with game dishes.

Some Arrival Drink Suggestions
Wines
SPARKLING WINES

LIBOLL SPUMANTE NV, EXTRA DRY, SAN MARZANO, SPUGLIA, ITALY

£29.50

Delightfully fresh and lively spumante, white peach flavours great summer aperitif

LA FARRA VALDOBBIADENE SUPERIORE PROSECCO D.O.C.G. MILLESIMATO BRUT2018, ITALY

£39.50

Fruity and floral, citrus, refreshing.

HAMBLEDON VINEYARDS CLASSIC CUVEE NV BRUT, HAMPSHIRE, ENGLAND

£60.00

Score more points than Pol Roger, Veuve Clicquot & Taittinger in a competition organized by Noble Rot magazine. Ripe
berries, soft bruised apple, slight oak, bright and lively, delicious.
DEHOURS GRANDE RESERVE EXTRA BRUT
£65.00
Has a pure citrus and stone fruit character, accented by a chalky, whispy finish. It is very precise on the palate with a lower
dosage as it is an Extra Brut. The acidity is tight creating a very refreshing Champagne.

DEUTZ ROSE BRUT

£90.00

Pale rose, red fruit personality, fresh acidity, delicate cherries, pomegranate, sweet strawberry, rounded & elegant

COCKTAILS
(CHOOSE UP TO THREE) – ONE OF OUR BARMAN WILL MIX THEM TO ORDER AS YOUR
GUESTS ARRIVE

STRETTON COOLER (alcohol free) - Apple juice, elderflower, mint, lemon, ginger ale.
CLIPSHAM COOLER - Gin, apple juice, elderflower, mint, lemon, ginger ale.
SEASONAL BELLINI – A homemade seasonal syrup, topped with prosecco. (Ask for the current flavour)
COUNTRY HEDGEROW COCKTAIL – Hambledon Classic Cuvee & Melton Mowbray hedgerow liqueur.
BRITISH ROYAL – Award winning British cassis topped up with Hambledon’s award winning British fizz.

£4.95
£8.50
£9.50
£11.00
£10.50

BEERS
OLIVE ALE - Brewed by the Grainstore Brewery in Oakham, 3.6% light pale ale
FRISBY LAGER - Easy drinking, refreshing lager from the Round Corner Brewing, Melton Mowbray 4.2%

4 pint jugs £15.00
4 pint jugs £18.00

Sparkling Wine
LIBOLL SPUMANTE NV, EXTRA DRY, SAN MARZANO, SPUGLIA, ITALY

£29.50

JACQUES BRUERE CAP CLASSIQUE BLANC DE BLANCS 2011,

£36.00

Delightfully fresh and lively spumante, white peach flavours great summer aperitif.

ROBERTSON, SOUTH AFRICA

Hints of fresh lime and citrus, complimented by a subtle yeastiness on the nose. The palate shows great finesse on the
finish with a crisp, rich and creamy complexity.

LA FARRA PROSECCO D.O.C.G. MILLESIMATO BRUT 2020, ITALY

£39.50

HAMBLEDON CLASSIC CUVEE NV BRUT, HAMPSHIRE, ENGLAND

£60.00

Fruity and floral, citrus, refreshing.

Score more points than Pol Roger, Veuve Clicquot and Taittinger in a competition organized by Noble Rot magazine.
Ripe berries, soft bruised apple, slight oak, bright and lively, delicious.

JEAN DE VILLARE GRANDE RESERVE NV BRUT

CHAMPAGNE

Delicate white peach, citrus character, refreshing.

£62.50

DEHOURS GRANDE RESERVE EXTRA BRUT

£65.00

DEUTZ BRUT CLASSIC

£75.00

LAURENT PERRIER, LA CUVEE BRUT, NV

£95.00

Has a pure citrus and stone fruit character, accented by a chalky, whispy finish. It is very precise on the palate with a lower
dosage as it is an Extra Brut. The acidity is tight creating a very refreshing Champagne.
A beautifully pure, elegant wine, with a refreshing lemony aroma and a delicate mousse. Dry and with plenty of substance.
A delicate and complex nose, with hints of citrus and white fruits. Fresh and easy on the palate, with a creamy mousse and
notes of honeysuckle, ripe peach, citrus and a slight toasty note on the finish. Well balanced with fresh acidity.

ROSÉ CHAMPAGNE
RATHFINNY ROSE BRUT 2017

£65.00

Wild strawberries and mandarin zest, to a rich mousse of cherries, cranberry, and a silky, strawberry biscuity finish.
DEUTZ ROSE BRUT
£90.00
Pale rose, red fruit personality, fresh acidity, delicate cherries, pomegranate, sweet strawberry, rounded and elegant.
CHARLES HEIDSIECK, ROSE RESERVE
£95.00
A deep powerful mouthfeel, offering a burst of strawberry, raspberry and blackberry nestled in velvety whipped cream
leading to blood orange and beautiful creamy bready richness.

LAURENT PERRIER ROSE, CUVEE BRUT, NV

£110.00

A 100% Pinot Noir from 10 different crus situated mainly in Montagne de Reims. Bright berry flavors, round on the palate,
a well-balanced acidity, long finish and is very dry. Delicious as an aperitif, but it is extremely versatile for food pairings.
Classy and elegant for all occasions.

Rosé Wine
DELHEIM PINOTAGE ROSÉ 2020, STELLENBOSCH, SOUTH AFRICA

£29.50

MAS DE CADENET ROSÉ 2020, COTES DE PROVENCE, FRANCE

£35.00

‘LA HUELLA DE AITANA’ GARNACHA ROSADO 2018, NAVARRA, SPAIN

£37.50

MASSAYA ROSÉ 2019, BEQAA VALLEY, LEBANON

£39.50

Light salmon colour rosé. Elegant fresh fruit flavours, lead by juicy berry characters.

Light and perfect balance of summer fruit and berries. Gorgeous, exceptionally good value for a rosé of this quality.
A different rosé. Fresh with well integrated oak, strawberry, subtle sweetness and good acidity.

A stylish rosé made from Cinsault. Beautiful strawberry hue with aromatic notes of raspberry, summer stone fruits and
subtle spice. Elegant and round, fresh acidity with charming balance.
DOMAINE SAUTEREAU, SANCERE ROSE 2019
£49.50
Classic Sancere Rose with notes of wild strawberry and a touch of grapefruit zest. Full-bodied with refreshing acidity, this
wine has a long elegant finish.

White Wine

DRY, LIGHT, CRISP AND FRUITY

bottle

SMEDEREVKA BELO 2019, TIKVES, MACEDONIA

£22.50

VILLA WOLF PINOT GRIS 2019, PFALZ, GERMANY

£26.50

Beautifully balanced on the palate with crisp and refreshing fruit flavours through to a clean, vibrant finish.
Crisp & dry, aromas of lemons & fresh apples, citrusy.
MANOLESAKIS ESTATE EXIS 2019, DRAMA, GREECE (SAUVIGNON CRISPNESS)
An enticing wine with white peach, ginger spice combined with peaches, fresh zesty and balanced acidity
MUSCADET SUR LIE 2018, CHÂTEAU DE LA GRAVELLE, LOIRE, FRANCE
Charming aromas of ripe pears, honey and apple, blossom, lemons on the palate, refreshing acidity.

£29.50
£31.00

RIBBONWOOD SAUVIGNON BLANC 2020, MARLBOROUGH, NEW ZEALAND

£35.00

SARONSBERG SAUVIGNON BLANC 2018, TULBAGH, SOUTH AFRICA

£33.50

HIRUZTA TXAKOLI 2020, HONDARRIBIA, BASQUE COUNTRY, SPAIN

£40.00

DONNHOFF TONSCHIEFER RIESLING DRY SLATE 2016, NAHE, GERMANY

£52.50

Classic aromas of grapefruit peel, a hint of thyme and gentle stony minerality. Flavours of lemon with herbal
and tropical notes.
BARBUNTIN ALBARINO 2018, QUINTA COUSELO, RIAS BAIXAS, SPAIN
£34.00
Recommended by Decanter as one of their top value Spanish and Portuguese wines, a wonderfully aromatic, minerality
and crisp acidity perfect with seafood.
Fresh notes of tropical fruits, gooseberry, hint of grass, refreshing flinty aftertaste.

The wine of the tapas bars of San Sebastian (Chaccoli). Crisp apples, pear, grapefruit and tropical pineapple with subtle
effervescence.
SANCERRE BLANC 'TERRE DE ST. LOUIS' 2019, LOIRE, FRANCE
£46.50
Very pure, mineral, fresh citrus fruit and floral aromas, which are so invitingly subtle.
From the clay-slate soils of Leistenberg vineyard,a superb dry and elegant wine, floral, a lot of finesse and crisp acidity,
mineral.
POUILLY FUME SILEX 2018, DOMAINE DIDIER DAGUENEAU, LOIRE, FRANCE
£145.00
Stunning Sauvignon Blanc from Domaine Didier Dagueneau. Spicy & stylish. Rich, full-bodied and firm, with great
concentration, minerality, and length.

White Wine

AROMATIC AND FLORAL
(DRY)
VITESE ZIBIBBO 2019, CANTINA COLOMBA BIANCA, SICILY (LIGHT VIOGNIER STYLE)

Crisp, fruity Zibibbo grape, succulent white peach, orange blossom & jasmine. Off dry with a zesty finish.

bottle

£25.00

FONT - MARS PICPOUL DE PINET 2020, LANGUEDOC, FRANCE

£28.50

LES 3 GRAINS 2016, DOMAINE NICOLAS CROZE, COTES DU RHONE, FRANCE

£31.50

WEINRIEDER GRÜNER VELTLINER KLASSIK 2017, WEINVIERTEL, AUSTRIA

£32.75

VIDIANO 2017, IDAIA WINERY, DAFNES, CRETE

£37.50

THE ENGLISH WINEMAKER MASCOT 2018, PIEDMONT, ITALY

£35.00

CASA SILVA COOL COAST SAUVIGNON GRIS 2018, COLCHAGUA VALLEY, CHILE

£35.00

DOMAINE SCHOFFIT VIEILLES VIGNES CHASSELAS 2016, ALSACE, FRANCE

£38.50

‘MACÉRATION DE SOIF’ 2020, SAUVIGNON BLANC VIN ORANGE, LOIRE, FRANCE

£45.00

WILD SEMILLON 2019, GUNDOG ESTATE, HUNTER VALLEY, AUSTRALIA

£50.00

LAISSEZ FAIRE FIANO 2017, LARRY CHERUBINO, AUSTRALIA

£51.75

THORNE & DAUGHTERS, ‘ROCKING HORSE’ 2019, SOUTH AFRICA

£56.50

Off dry, light body, ripe apples, citrussy, fresh lemon, refreshing. Fresh acidity.
Aromas of fresh fruit, citrus zest and mineral notes.

Light, fresh, fruity, with a hint of pepper. A drinking pleasure. The typical Veltliner of the Weinviertel.

A delicate aromatic character with dominant fruit pear, banana and melon. It has particular acidity, rich and charming
mouth and impressive aromatic aftertaste.

Floral and aromatic. An intense and dry wine with good weight and salinity. An orange style wine, with some sediment.
Refreshing palate offers good character, herbal and citrus flavors with a hint of salinity, with a balanced and floral finish.
One of Alsace's hidden treasures, from 47 year old Chasselas grapes, light & dry with soft grapefruit marmalade finish.
The palate is clean and fragrant with orange peel and honeysuckle notes coming to the fore, backed up by a grippy
texture. This deliciously complex wine has an elegant minerality and structure and a long finish.

Very fragrant, lemongrass, peach and herbal notes. Bright and fleshy with some sweetness to offset the fresh acidity.

Aromas of quince and white figs with hints of yellow peach and mineral notes finishing with subtle oak spices. The palate
follows suit with flavours of peach and hints of preserved lemon, the acidity is long and fine and wrapped in a soft texture .
Delicious oak nose, buttery and slightly green. Richness from slight oxidisation in the making. Plums,
kumquats, brioche and French oak flavours.

White Wine

AROMATIC AND FLORAL
(OFF DRY TO MEDIUM)

WALT RIESLING 2020, PFALZ, GERMANY

Delicious medium dry and lots of fruit character.

RIESLING QBA 2019, DÖNNHOFF, OBERHAUSEN, NAHE, GERMANY

bottle

£26.00
£40.00

Off dry, aromatic, citrus & peach, crisp minerality.

CASA SILVA LAGO REISLING 2016, PATAGONIA, CHILE

£42.50

GEWURTRAMINER 2016, ROLLY GASSMAN, ALSACE, FRANCE

£52.50

Cool climate new world riesling, classic petrol aroma, with wonderful lime crispness and touch of grapefruit sweetness.
Lychee and rose aroma; a rich and luscious mouthful, sweet grapefruit marmalade. Despite the high sugar it has a clean
finish, with more spice than sweetness.

WEIGHTIER, RICHER AND MORE COMPLEX
bottle

JORDAN CHENIN BLANC 2019, STELLENBOSCH, SOUTH AFRICA

£30.00

O B 20TH ANNIVERSARY ENTRE DEUX MERS 2018, CH. LESTRILLE, BORDEAUX

£32.50

THE DREAMER VIOGNIER 2021, PHILIP SHAW, ORANGE, AUSTRALIA

£35.00

PETRITIS 2018, KYPEROUNDA WINERY, TROODOS MOUNTAINS, CYPRUS

£33.00

THE FOUNDRY VIOGNIER 2019, STELLENBOSCH, SOUTH AFRICA

£42.50

KTIMA GEROVASSILIOU, MALAGOUSIA 2020, EPANOMI, GREECE

£40.00

CHAMONIX CHARDONNAY 2018, FRANSCHOEK, SOUTH AFRICA

£41.00

ROCHE DE BELLENE BOURGOGNE CHARDONNAY 2015, BOURGOGNE

£45.00

SAINT VERAN 2018, DOMAINE CORDIER, BURGUNDY

£49.50

Fermented in french oak barrels, creamy citrus, tropical fruit and hint of honey.
Apricot flavours with spicy wood notes.

Fragrant & aromatic, creamy peach & apricot, gentle overtones of mango, nutmeg & cardamom.

Delicious aromas of citrus fruits, candied lime, litchi and a touch of spice and vanilla. A medium bodied yet refreshing wine
with a long, persistent finish.
Exotic fruits, apricots, cream and has an underlying gunflint smokiness which adds complexity. These characteristics
follow through and are balanced by a crisp acidity. A lingering mineral steeliness on the finish.
Wonderfully expressive and complex aromas of exotic fruits, pepper, orange, jasmine, herbs and lemon. It is rich and
harmonious with a spicy, mouthwatering finish.
Rich buttery chardonnay, with pure stone fruit flavours.

Very fragrant floral aromas, a touch of oak, mild acidity with just a hint of sweetness.

Delicately fragrant, ripe lemon, white peach and pineapple. Clean and fresh on the palate with a vibrant acidity and long,
fruity finish, this is a charmingly elegant wine.

White Wine
WEIGHTIER, RICHER AND MORE COMPLEX
CONTINUED…

DOG POINT CHARDONNAY 2011, MARLBOUROUGH, NEW ZEALAND

bottle

£49.50

Honey-drizzled white peaches, orange blossoms, marzipan and baking bread nose. Light to medium-bodied, taut and with
a backbone of racy acid, it gives a great intensity of citrus and savoury flavours and great length. integrated oak leads into
a wonderfully balanced Chardonnay with a concentrated and lively finish.
JEAN MICHEL GIBOULOT SAVIGNY LES BEAUNE 2014, BURGUNDY
£54.00
Notes of carmelized honeysuckle and apple.Beautifully balanced on the palate, dominated by a mineral note but with an
overlain caress of fruit and a touch of vanilla from the unobtrusive oak on the long, graceful finish.
ASSYRTIKO WILD FERMENT 2019, GAIA, SANTORINI, GREECE (CHARDONNAY LIKE)
£60.00

Has slight citrus aromas well-combined with elegant oak notes, a rich mouth fell, crispy acidity, intense mineral flavours
and a long finish. Interesting alternative to Chardonnay.

TABLAS CREEK VINEYARDS GRENACHE BLANC 2015, PASO ROBLES, CALIFORNIA, U.S.A

£62.50

Sweet-smelling nose of candy apple, citrus and sea spray. The taste is fully dry, with Grenache Blanc’s characteristic blend
of texture and bright acidity. Flavours of green apple & candied grapefruit. A long finish with slightly salty mineral notes.
DOMAINE GUIBERTEAU 2018, SAUMUR BLANC, LOIRE
£65.00
Our favourite “intro” Chenin Blanc from the Loire. Period. The grapes come from younger vines in Clos des Carmes and
Clos de Guichaux, and older vines on the bottom of the hill of Brézé. Wonderfully expressive wine, delightful white flower,
ripe peach and almond aromas. On the palate, focused and rich, with concentrated flavours of juicy limes, almonds,
peaches and a touch of spice.
CLAYVIN THE FUDER CHARDONNAY 2014, GIESEN, MARLBOROUGH, NEW ZEALAND
£75.00
Stunning New World Chardonnay. Densely packed citric and stone fruit, all the generosity and underlying power expected
of top rung Chardonnay. Brightness of aromatics and acidity from it's Marlborough terrior.
PULIGNY-MONTRACHET DOMAINE RENÉ MONNIER 2017, BURGUNDY £95.00
A leading and sought-after producer situated in the heart of Meursault. Fermentation in French oak for fourteen months and
estate bottled using gravity. This wine demostrates great typicity showing a pure mineral core complemented by hazelnuts and
brioche, classic and elegant.
GRGICH HILLS ESTATE CHARDONNAY 2016, NAPA VALLEY, U.S.A
£85.00
Food-friendly, balanced, ripe peach, mango and tropical flowers with a note of minerality. Southern Napa Valley benefiting
from the cool maritime breeze of San Francisco Bay, fermented and aged in french oak for10 months.
THOMAS MOREY CHASSAGNE-MONTRACHET 2018, BURGUNDY
£115.00
Vines planted in 1989, aging on fine lees give it a fresh full bodied and generous aromas of white peach and green apple. The
palate is full and expressive, with delicious fruit flavours and a hint of spice. Crisp acidity and freshness.
MEURSAULT 2017, HENRI BOILLOT, BURGUNDY, FRANCE
£120.00
Expressive array of hazelnut, almond, pear and acacia blossom. A beautifully medium-bodied, ample minerality, textured
and wonderfully persistent finish. This is quite simply a terrific, as well as age-worthy, village Meursault.

Red Wine
EASY DRINKING, LIGHTER AND FRUITY

bottle

VILLA WOLF PINOT NOIR 2019, PFALZ, GERMANY

£25.00

LE TRACTEUR VERT GAMAY 2018, COTES D’AUVERGNE, FRANCE

£27.50

DURIGUTTI CARA SUCIA, CEREZA 2019, MENDOZA, ARGENTINA

£27.50

MANOLESAKIS ESTATE EXIS 2019, GREECE (LOIRE CHAMPIGNY STYLE)

£31.50

XAVIER FRISSANT TOURAINE GAMAY 2018, LOIRE VALLEY, FRANCE

£35.00

KARL JOHNER PINOT NOIR 2017, KAISERSTUHL, BADEN, GERMANY

£39.50

BOURGOGNE PINOT NOIR 2018, VIEILLES VIGNES, J. GIRARDIN, BURGUNDY, FRANCE

£45.00

MORGON GEORGES DESCOMBES 2018, BEAUJOLAIS, FRANCE

£49.50

FÜRST PINOT NOIR 2018, FRANKEN, GERMANY

£50.00

DOMAINE A.F. GROS BOURGOGNE HAUTES COTES DE NUITS 2015, BURGUNDY, FRANCE

£60.00

DOM. A.F. GROS PREMIER CRU 2011, POMMARD, FRANCE

£110.00

Aromas of red berries, juicy black cherry, spicy, smoky, smooth, fresh acidity.

Cassis, blueberry, cherry, red fruits on the nose. Well structured with good length and very little tannin, so very refreshing
and smooth.
Strong res fruit characters of cherries, cranberries and redcurrants. Juicy and light with fresh thyme, white pepper and
hidden roses. A surprising find.

A medium bodied wine with notes of raspberry and cherry with pepper and rose, velvety smooth taste and balanced
acidity.

A Beaujolais style wine with the added freshness and livelyness that you get from northern Loire. Beautiful fresh fruit.

Red cherry aromas with a touch of bramble fruits and nuances of vanilla and oak flavours. Youthful with smooth tannins
and an elegant supple finish.
Aromas of cherry and strawberry, a lot of red berries fruit, soft tannins, velvety, long fruity finish.
This is a serious Morgon beautifully pure, ripe raspberry, redcurrant and strawberry notes.
Fresh with some savoury, spicy notes. The palate is cherryish and herbal savouriness with a dry finish.

From the village of Arcenant just west of Nuits St George and Vosne-Romanee this is an exquisite red wine with soft dark
cherry and hints of black pepper.
Wonderful soft Burgundy, raspberries, liquorice and a little spice, perfect festive wine. A beautifully graceful wine. The
stand-out wine in our recent festive tasting.

Red Wine
MEDIUM, MELLOW AND ELEGANT

bottle

KRATOSIJA CRVENO 2019, TIKVES, MACEDONIA

£24.50

CHATEAU DE PARAZA 2017, MINERVOIS, LANGUEDOC, FRANCE

£35.00

CA'RUGATE RIO ALBO 2019, VALPOLICELLA DOC, VENETO, ITALY

£33.50

DOMAINE GUIBERTEAU 2018, SAUMUR ROUGE, LOIRE

£55.00

Bright aromas of redcurrants, cherry and red berries, mouth-filling palate with vibrant fruit and a delicious finish.
Cherry and raspberry compote with light red liquorice undertones and juicy acidity in this medium-bodied red.

Red fruits, ripe blackberry and deep cherry flavours, a hint of spice, with a velvety texture.
GRAN TERROIR MERLOT “ANGOSTURA” ESTATE 2018, COLCHAGUA VALLEY, CHILE
£35.00
Fresh and fruity. Round, succulent and powerful Chilean merlot, with notes of black fruits and dark chocolate.
JUDITH BECK INK 2019, BURGELAND, AUSTRIA
£37.50
A blast of dark fruits, spices and fresh, springy juiciness that leaps from the glass. Delicious. Organic and biodynamic.
OSTATU CRIANZA 2017, RIOJA ,SPAIN
£39.50
A juicy, firm and elegant Rioja. Notes of blackberry,cherry and plum with a touch of liquorice
DOMAINE DE LA MADRIERE FLEURIE 2019, BEAUJOLAIS, FRANCE
£40.50
Notes of sweet strawberries, plums and red fruit compote. A juicy wine that's nicely concentrated but quite firm and
structured, especially on the finish.
With the new 2018 vintage Guiberteau returns pushing his remarkable wines to new heights. His “entry” 2018 bottlings
are unbelievable.' - Wonderful fresh fruits! Cherry and raspberry play with our sense of smell. Gluttony lingers in the
mouth, a touch of minerality lengthens the finish and prolongs the pleasure. Discreet tannins. Superb balance!

SAVOURY, EARTHY AND SPICY

bottle

QUPE SYRAH 2015, CENTRAL COAST, CALIFORNIA, USA

(HALF BOTTLE)
£30.00
With fruit from the revered Bien Nacido Vineyard in the Santa Maria Valley, deliciously black-fruited, subtle cracked black
pepper spice and delicate floral lift.
THE IDIOT SHIRAZ 2017, PHILIP SHAW, ORANGE, AUSTRALIA

£35.00

This cool climate Shiraz is true to its region and variety. Juicy red fruits and blueberry with some spice. Succulent and
elegant, finishing with fine savoury tannins.
DOMAINE DES CHESNAIES 2017, VIEILLES-VIGNES, LAME DELISLE BOUCARD, BOURGUEIL, FRANCE
£35.00
Bright and complex, blackberries, green tea, sour cherries and spices. Superbly well-balanced, culminating in a delicious
savoury finish. Can be served chilled.
CHATEAU VINCENS 2016, CAHORS, FRANCE
£39.50
Great French Malbec, lovely cherry pie, blackcurrant aromas, hints of smoke and spice with a chocolately rich, ripe palate.
DOMAINE DE LA MORDOREE “LA DAME ROUSSE” 2016, RHÔNE, FRANCE
£47.50
Equal blend of Grenache and Syrah, intense ruby colour, blackcurrant
dark cherries, notes of Mediterranean herbs, juicy and sweet fruit, savoury tannins, long and elegant finish.
CLOS DU CAILLOU BOUQUET DES GARRIGUES 2016, COTES DU RHONE, FRANCE
£50.00
Notes of dark forest fruits and blackcurrant supported by soft spices. Elegant, greedy, with round tannins.
BLOCK S7 CARMENERE 2018, COLCHAGUA VALLEY, CHILE
£59.50
Black fruit, sweet spice, medium-high acidity and abundant silky tannins, all put together resulting in great balance and
elegance on the palate. Long, spicy finish.
CLOS DU CALVAIRE 2016, CHATEAUNEUF DU PAPE, FRANCE
£75.00
A complex blend with black pepper and concentrated plum flavours lifted by black cherry and an earthy long finish, very
good clarity and lingering spiciness. A blend of Grenache (70%), Syrah (15%), Cinsault (10%) and Mourvèdre (5%), it's full
bodied and viscous, with a long, penetrating finish.

Red Wine
POWERFUL, RICH AND FLAVOURSOME

bottle

NEGROAMARO SALENTO 2019, IL PUMO, SAN MARZANO, SALENTO, PUGLIA, ITALY

£24.00

LES PETIT COINS 2015, DOMAINE NICOLAS CROZE, COTES DU RHONE

£28.50

JORDAN CABERNET SAUVIGNON 2016, STELLENBOSCH, SOUTH AFRICA

£36.50

PRIMITIVO DI MANDURIA 2019, SAN MARZANO, SALENTO, PUGLIA, ITALY

£37.50

TAPIZ MALBEC 2019, MENDOZA, ARGENTINA

£39.50

CHAMONIX GREYWACKE PINOTAGE 2016, FRANSCHHOEK, SOUTH AFRICA

£41.00

TIME WAITS FOR NO ONE 'BLACK SKULL' MONASTRELL 2017, JUMILLA, SPAIN

£42.50

COLLINA 21 2014, IL BORGHETTO, MONTEFIRIDOLFI, SAN CASCIANO VAL DI PESA, ITALY

£45.00

PRIMITIVO DI MANDURIA RISERVA 2015, ANNIVERSARIO 62, SAN MARZANO, SALENTO, PUGLIA, ITALY

£55.00

BIRICHINO 2018 GRENACHE, BESSON VINEYARD OLD WINES, CENTRAL COAST, CALIFORNIA, USA

£60.00

NIPOZZANO VECCHIE VITI RISERVA 2016, CHIANTI RUFINA, ITALY

£67.50

DEWALDT HEYNS SHIRAZ 2015, SWARTLAND, SOUTH AFRICA

£75.00

GIACONDA WARNER VINEYARD 2013, SHIRAZ, BEECHWORTH, VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA

£110.00

Apulia's native Negroamaro grape. Rich, dark cherry, spiced raspberries, with a firm, vibrantly fruity palate.
Soft tannins, a bit of tabacco & liquorice. Blend of syrah, grenache & mouvedre. Good soft old world syrah.
Notes of blackcurrant, redcurrant, cocoa, jammy red, ripe black fruits, soft middleweight tannins.

Awarded 3 glasses ‘an extraordinary wine’ by the ‘Gambero Rosso’. Velvety warm, plum, cocoa and vanilla, sweet finish.

This malbec has delicious acidity that perfectly balances its black-fruit flavour. Full-bodied and juicy, with notes of plum,
strawberry and cacao.
Made using ripasso technique of dried air grapes, wild berries, cherries, sweet spice, rich chocolate, fruit cake, long finish
An opulent, powerful and rich wine with seamless oak integration and notes of ripe red fruits, liqueur cherries and
blackberry. Liquorice adds to this expressive and well-structured wine. Elegant with a deliciously endless finish.
Great oaky Tuscan red. Rich with tight acidity, Cabernet, Merlot, Sangiovese. Great with game.
Plum and cherry, alongside liquorice and sweet spices. Wonderfully big and powerful, yet deliciously smooth.

Lovely aromatics, morello cherry, spice, sweet herbs and even a hint of wood smoke. The palate is fresh, cherryish and a bit
sappy, with sweet (but not too sweet) fruit, elegant texture and some savoury notes. Fresh and brilliantly drinkable.
Dark berry aromas sustained by the sweetness of vanilla and accompanied by pleasant toasted cocoa notes. The richness
of the fruit is confirmed in the mouth to be complex and persistent, with notes of blackberry and gooseberry. The well
balanced tannins give a soft result, elegantly incorporating themselves into the wine’s intriguing structure.

Succulent ripe dark fruit with aromas of violets and delicate spice. Beautiful depth and clarity with integrated oak flavours,
finely crafted tannins and a beautifully layered finish.
Deep garnet-purple, lovely aromas of red and black berries – mulberries, red cherries and black raspberries – with nuances
of lavender, black pepper and wild thyme. Light to medium-bodied, the palate is very elegantly styled, with a moderate
level of tannins and lively acid finishing with plenty of vibrant berry, pepper and spice flavour layers.

Red Wine
CLARETS

bottle

OLIVE BRANCH 20TH ANNIVERSARY BORDEAUX SUPERIOR 2014

£32.50

CHATEAU FALFAS 2013, COTES DE BOURG

£49.50

CHATEAU CISSAC 2014, HAUT MEDOC

£52.50

L’EXPRESSION DE LA CROIX LARTIGUE 2012, COTES DE CASTILLON

£55.00

CHATEAU PUY GUILHEM 2009, FRONSAC

£62.50

CHATEAU BEAU SITE 2013, ST ESTEPHE

£69.00

CHATEAU LA RESERVE DE LEOVILLE BARTON 2014, SAINT-JULIEN

£85.00

Fresh dark fruit, delicate woody notes.

Merlot, Cabernet Sauvignon, Cabernet Franc and Malbec, dark forest fruits, plums, warm spices, ripe tannins, well rounded.
Very good Haut-Médoc with ripe red fruits, some real concentration, moderately dry tannins and crisp acidity.

Stéphane Derenoncourt passionately believes in crafting wines that evoke their terroir and he's excelled himself with this
100% Merlot. With bitter chocolate, blackberries and sweet spice notes, this is Right Bank Bordeaux at its purest and most
expressive.
A powerful yet elegant red with ripe berried fruits enhanced by a subtle note of oak spice. Full bodied, with juicy fruit and
an attractive savoury note on the finish.
The nieghbour of the esteemed Grand Cru Château Calon-Segur. 70% Cabernet Sauvignon gives ripe blackcurrant fruit,
balanced oak and good structure. A typical Saint Estephe full of power and temperament.
Cedary, pure blackcurrant and cassis fruit, rich and rounded with assertive tannins, ample fruit and well integrated oak.

Magnums
JORDAN CHARDONNAY 2015, BARREL FERMENTED, STELLENBOSCH, SOUTH AFRICA

Magnum

£55.00

CHATEAU DE PARAZA 2015, MINERVOIS LANGUEDOC

Magnum

£60.00

CHATEAU VINCENS 2014, CAHORS, FRANCE

Magnum

£75.00

GRAN CORTE ESTATE MALBEC 2014, MENDOZA, ARGENTINA

Magnum

£175.00

Fermented and matured in burgundian barrels. rich, ripe, buttery with layers of citrus, butterscotch and toasted oak.
Ruby red colour, soft red berry fruits. Full body with notes of spice and well rounded structure.

This great French Malbec gives lovely cherry pie and blackcurrant aromas with hints of smoke and spice lead to a
chocolately rich, ripe palate.

This is an outstanding Malbec. The nose is rich with aromas of black cherry and plum alongside a gentle cedar spice. The
palate is round and generous, with well-structured, yet soft tannins.

Pudding Wines & Ports
bottle

NIVOLE MOSCATO D'ASTI D.O.C.G. 2020, MICHELE CHIARLO, PIEDMONT, ITALY

375ML£22.00

ESSENSIA ORANGE MUSCAT 2016, ANDREW QUADY, CALIFORNIA

375ML£30.00

ELYSIUM BLACK MUSCAT 2017, ANDREW QUADY, CALIFORNIA

375ML £30.00

CAMPBELLS RUTHERGLEN MUSCAT, AUSTRALIA

375ML£27.00

DOMAINE DE COYEUX 'CUVÉE LES TROIS FONTS'2008, MUSCAT DE BEAUNE DE VENISE, FRANCE

500ML£28.25

SHIRAUME GINJO UMESHU PLUM SAKE, AKASHI-TAI, HYOGO, JAPAN

500ML£40.00

CASTELNAU DE SUDUIRAUT 2013, SAUTERNES, FRANCE

375ML£41.50

BANYULS CIRERA 2016, DOMAINE MADELOC, LANGUEDOC, FRANCE

500ML£48.00

DISZNOKO 2011, TOKAJI ASZU 5 PUTTONYOS, HUNGARY

500ML£65.00

Sweet and fresh, with good crisp acidity, this great Moscato is intense and full of ultra clean fruit.
Orange blossom and apricots, rich and sweet, with vibrant peachy and orangey fruit.
Rich red berries flavours, lychees, rose petal.
Raisins, toffee, caramel, fig, nuts.

Lychee, candied apricot and pear, tropical pineapple complemented by honey undertones.

Dry fruit, date, plum and marzipane.Tastes of sweet and rich dry fruits and plum flavours with a dry finish.
Elegantly rich and voluptuous with almonds, honey and sweet candied fruits.
Cherries, blackcurrants, rich and round with coated tannins.

Amazing Hungarian noble rot wine, marmalade,honey,mandarin, quince

PORT
NIEPORT RUBY
NIEPORT LBV 2013
ADRIANO RAMOS-PINTO 1980

750ml

£39.00
£52.00
£90.00

